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Abstract: In this talk I explore the idea of whether using a barrage of analysis tools focusing on co-present groups will allow us 
further insight into some of the more intractable problems of teaching mathematical modelling. I illustrate my arguments 
using examples from a classroom implementation in the Enablers Project, a recent Australian Research Council project. What 
happens in classrooms is complex as students within their work groups interact with one another, the teacher, other groups 
and as part of the whole class group. One of the features we are attempting to capture is the fluidity of the relationality within 
the group and as it connects over time (from previous experiences to anticipated future experiences) with others in their 
social sphere to form students’ sense of place. We use a tool developed by Berget (2022) to explore students’ agency and 
opportunities to make decisions in their modelling work and in particular how they position or are positioned by others. The 
storyline of mathematical modelling that this analysis reveals is quite different from our previous interpretations of what the 
teacher and students were doing in the classroom.  
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